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Foreword: Agnes Tolmie, SWC Chair
“Women are not homeless for homelessness sake. Every woman deserves the safety and shelter
that a home provides.
During our work on Homelessness and Housing, the SWC has continually tried to underline this as
a fundamental human rights based issue.
We have heard from a huge range of women detailing their struggles around housing. I want to
thank all who have contributed: from questionnaires, consultations, roadshows, for sharing their
own experience - some of which has been extremely traumatic.
There are a huge range of issues from hidden homelessness to sex for rent. The lack of access to a
safe and private space severely limits women’s options
and leaves them at higher risk of physical, sexual and
Inequality is extremely stubborn but
emotional abuse. This shows that at a deep-rooted level,
that does not mean it is immovable.
housing can be used as a method of fundamentally
Providing women with a safe space that
controlling women. It forces them to stay with abusive
they can call home should be a priority.”
partners in order to keep a roof over their head.
What has become painstakingly obvious is the
devastating impact of invisibility. This is brought to the forefront in every aspect of the housing
process. This idea of either being looked through or looked down upon is acute and happens at all
levels within our society.
The SWC prides itself on ensuring that women’s lived experiences are directly taken into account. It
is those women that are overlooked that stand to lose the most Policymakers and politicians need
to understand the issues and listen.
There needs to be a push for change. Women’s rights are human rights and society cannot ignore
such a crucial issue.
It is imperative to note the complex and additional support needs that women have when
policymakers are developing homelessness strategies. Failure to see the causes as severe forms of
inequality is simply not conducive to an overarching goal. Individuals and organisations are clear in
their call to action: we need flexible and long-term sustainable approaches that recognise the
needs of women in a unique way.
All of our conference speakers have played a pivotal role in advocating for housing and
homelessness issues.”
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Lorna Walker, Govan Law Centre
Lorna is as a Partner and Senior Solicitor at Govan Law Centre where she has worked since 2013,
with a background in Asylum and Immigration Law and Mental Health Law. She is keen to explain
the recurring problems that people facing homelessness endure, and more specifically how
women’s experience of homelessness is often different to that of men.
Many people are unaware of their legal rights around homelessness and housing. There are
numerous reasons for housing issues to occur such as relationship breakdown or exploitative
situations. Govan Law Centre exists to advise people on their legal rights and who exactly to present
to.
Women may experience many difficulties when dealing with Local Authorities and the
homelessness process, illustrating just how bad the situation can be for those who are
unsupported. Many may simply give up at the first hurdle, stay rough sleeping or continue in highly
unsuitable accommodation.
“It is so important to ensure that legal rights are being met urgently and people are getting
assistance with all their needs.”
Govan Law Centre aim’s to offer holistic approaches which can do as much as possible for
individuals experiencing housing issues. There are a wide range of matters dealt with, including
court actions raised for rent and mortgage arrears, illegal evictions as well as defending people in
court and tribunals. The organisation also regularly challenges Local Authorities for not meeting
their statutory duties with a main area of work being in the prevention of homelessness and
housing.
“It is so important for us to take our services out there to the people that need it. It’s becoming
increasingly crucial to know other agencies and organisations that can assist people facing
homelessness. When I meet someone rough sleeping at the outreach hubs, it’s a huge comfort to
know I can phone the street team and they will support this individual in presenting to the Council.”

Govan Law Centre Outreach Rights Hubs:
Govan Law Centre run a number of Outreach Rights Hubs, allowing them to take services to the
most vulnerable individuals:


Are located all over Glasgow including in Glasgow City Mission and Libraries



See an average of seven people per day using these facilities.



The Hubs are also run in Winter Night Shelters

“This gives us the opportunity to meet and assist the most vulnerable people, making sure they’re
legal needs are met whilst offering a holistic approach. Many of these people just wouldn’t have
the confidence in the system to seek out support. Outreach hubs and partnership working allow us
to get to those hard to reach individuals.”
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Women and Homelessness —Lorna Walker, Govan Law Centre
There are a number of unique barriers for women facing homelessness. This is compounded further by
trouble exiting the likes of street based prostitution, rough sleeping and violent and controlling
relationships. It is a complex and convoluted process that requires support.
Women in vulnerable situations need help to form positive relationships and have access to support
services, economic assistance and employment opportunities. To do this, they need safe homes, free of
abusive and exploitative partners.
Part of the solution is integrated comprehensive services sensitive to women’s experiences that can be
built over time. Intervention services currently supporting women take a variety of forms to reflect the
diversity of experiences.
Supporting women and girls at risk of violence and abuse is imperative. There needs to be a focus on
working with women who experience domestic abuse, prostitution, controlling relationships or who have
experience of the criminal justice system.
Many women, especially those with children, may not want to engage with solicitors due to a worry that
social services may intervene and take their children into custody. Women are much more likely to
engage with services if there is the legal support there to do so.
Govan Law Centre’s team of solicitors and case workers work with women to inform and enforce their
rights, to help them be rehoused and apply for the benefits they are entitled to, linking in with addiction
and health and social services as required. They may present with a legal problem and if they can be
assisted with their rights under civil law; to an income and a safe home free from exploitation and
abuse, this can often help them or keep them out of the criminal justice system.
Linking up with organisations such as those that deal with street homelessness, day care centres and
women’s support groups and those that tackle violence against women, as well as community support
groups who can refer women for legal assistance is
crucial.
“We really want to get to these hard to
reach women who feel that there are so
Many individuals facing these issues have mental
many obstacles in the way and a real lack
health problems and have been let down time and
of support. They often resign themselves
time again, with many having lost faith in the system.
to rough sleeping or sofa surfing, they stay
Certain personal circumstances, for instance, may
in abusive relationships or unsuitable
mean someone stops presenting to a Local Authority
accommodation, leading to further
or they haven’t been found suitable accommodation
deterioration in mental and physical
due to the likes of complex needs going
health.”
unrecognised.
Govan Law Centre aim to have a centralised hub in
Glasgow City Centre with female staff specially trained and sensitive to issues women face. This service
is hoped to be offered throughout Scotland via a virtual hub in relation to all the work on homelessness
with a specific model for women, including conducting of meetings through Skype, FaceTime and phone
calls.
“We want to run more Rights Hubs and take referrals from community services. Our model has
developed over many years to support our most vulnerable clients and is central to ensuring early
intervention to support women to keep their homes, escape abuse and leave prison to a supportive
environment.”
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Marion Gibbs, Scottish Goverment
Marion Gibbs is a team leader with the Homeless / Better Homes Division of the Scottish
Government. She was heavily involved in the work of the Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action
Group which was set up to recommend to the Scottish Government the actions needed to tackle and
eradicate rough sleeping and transform use of temporary accommodation. The Group produced a
report with 70 recommendations for the Government.
The homelessness legislation in Scotland is extremely forward in terms of the rest of the UK. All
individuals have the right to temporary accommodation and the majority will get permanent
residences.
However, legislation alone isn’t enough. What is really important is Local Authorities accepting their
duties and responding to individuals coming through their door.
“You can have the best legislation in the world but if it’s not put into practice, then it’s not worth the
paper it is written on. It is critical that we have more than that.”
Since 2010, a body of work has been going into homelessness prevention. The Scottish Government
have stressed that it’s not just about solutions when an individual becomes homeless but actually
preventing homelessness taking place completely.
A major reason behind housing and homelessness issues is relationship breakdown. This can be
young people clashing with parents and being kicked out of the home, there may be domestic
abuse, or other factors. Women hide homelessness in a variety of different ways.

The Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action Group (HARSAG)
The First Minister in the Programme for Government 2017 asked for an action group to be set up
to look at a number of questions to be answered around homelessness:“What can we do to end rough sleeping this Winter?”
“What can be done to end rough sleeping generally?”
“How can we transform temporary accommodation?”
“How do we end homelessness?”
The Action Group met from October onwards a number of times and brought different people
together to look at these questions and brought forward 70 recommendations. The Scottish
Government accepted all of these in principle.
51% of people coming through homelessness routes have very little support needs. All they need
is to be housed. This is where rapid rehousing comes in.
“The concept of rapid rehousing is getting that 51% through the system as quickly as is
appropriate, not as quickly as possible. It is also about what’s applicable and getting people into
sustainable tenancies. It’s not just to meet targets where people end up not being able to cope and
having to go back through the system all over again.”
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Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans—Marion Gibbs
The Action Group also made recommendations around Local Authorities statutory duties. The
“Ending Homelessness Together” fund was announced to develop rehousing approaches to support
rapid routes into settled housing. All Local Authorities brought forth rapid rehousing transition plan
by 31st December 2018.
“There was a lot of work to be done around what this meant as it was new to us all. There was no
one perfect transition plan. Plans had to be based on the needs of local areas and confront local
challenges.”
Plans were looked at under different characterisations: “What’s the background and context in
which a certain Local Authority is operating in?” For example: “is there a local vibrant 3 rd sector
that can rise to meet the challenges?” “Does the Local Housing Allowance rate in a particular Local
Authority match the private rents in that area?”

The Scottish Government then looked at what Councils are doing about prevention and stopping
people coming into the system in the first place. Temporary accommodation was looked at in
terms of whether it was being used simply as a means to put a person in on a long-term basis.
“There has to be partnership working – no Local Authority can do it all by themselves.”
The last few months have consisted of providing feedback to Local Authorities, before going out on
the road to see what can be done to help each area to ensure that plans can be revised, redone
and then put into place.
A major focus currently is on plans which identify and deal with or address domestic abuse. How
does the homelessness system in a particular Local Authority area impact on women and
children fleeing domestic abuse and how they are being protected?
Over the Summer, the team aim to pull together examples of good practice contained within the
received plans so that a resource is there for all Local Authorities to adapt the system to what
works best for them.
“Scotland has great legislation that needs to be implemented appropriately. That’s how we will see
change.”

For the first time since who knows when, we have got the biggest political buy in to it for a long,
long time. It’s never really been off the radar, but it’s also never been as far up as it is at the
moment. We can take some degree of reassurance that that’s the case. That’s not to say that
there isn’t still a lot of work to be done. There’s still a huge amount. But, we are in a really good
place right now.
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Simon Community Team: Alison McDonald, Tracey
Hughes, Natalie Browne and Catherine Wilson
As an organisation, Simon Community Scotland’s main goal is to combat the causes and effects of
homelessness. The organisation supports over 100 vulnerable men and women in emergency,
residential and street work settings. They take pride in knowing that all of their staff work in a
trauma-informed and PIE (Psychologically Informed Environment) approach in order to ensure the
best outcomes for service users. Simon Community Scotland hope to continue to support service
users in their journey towards becoming their best selves, with the ultimate goal being to have them
housed in their own tenancy.
“Did you know that the average life expectancy of a woman in Scotland is 81.6 years? For a woman
that is homeless, this goes down to 43 years.”
The most common reason women have for presenting as homelessness is relationship breakdown.
Simon Community recognise that everyone should have a safe place to live. In Glasgow, the
organisation has four women-specific services:


In Govanhill, emergency accommodation
supports 15 women at a time. This service is a
short term option for those in crisis. Skilled
staff within the service work in a
trauma-informed way to support women into
longer term accommodation such as temporary
furnished flats, supported accommodation or
their own tenancy.



Pollockshields service accommodates up to 8
Simon Community Welcome Pack:
women at a time: 7 who live in the building
with a communal area and 1 who lives in a “On receiving a welcome pack one lady cried. She
self-contained flat independently attached to thanked staff saying she had never been shown such
kindness.”
the side of the building. Residents are able to
access the Summer House that is used for meetings and relaxation groups.



Simon Community’s West End Service accommodates up to 7 women who live in
self-contained flats. There is a communal area where regular interactive group and key work
takes place. Links have been made with the Sandyford Clinic where all residents are seen
within 3 days and given their own hour-long appointment.

Within the Parkhead service, up to 9 women can
be accommodated at any one time. These are also
self-contained flats within a tenement building.
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Simon Community and Service Delivery Approaches:
All services provide 24 hour staffing with a team that are skilled and trained to work in line with active
inclusion. Working with some of the most hard to reach women in society who have a wide variety of
complex needs, support is provided continuously in areas such as life skills, emotional support, and
resettlement.
Working in line with active inclusion using a trauma-informed approach is crucial to Simon Community’s
ethos. Realising that some women’s actions can be a result of past trauma including Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs) is an important step in readjustment. This, as well as the use of Psychologically Informed
Environments (PIE) approaches through service delivery when working with those who may have complex
needs is an important undertaking in order to improve the psychological and emotional wellbeing of people
accessing our services.
Many women may have multiple support needs and difficulty managing their emotions and reactions. This
can appear impulsive and lacking the insight to consider the effects and actions in relation to the current
situation at hand. As a result, a number of women using services may face exclusion or revolving door
policies when accessing homelessness services.
Working alongside a psychologist, Simon Community developed knowledge of such approaches in terms of
provided services and using their numerous years of experience supporting women who have been living on
the streets. The PIE approach went on to be embedded throughout the whole organisation, allowing support
workers to evaluate interactions, including relationships, to further develop the elements of service delivery
approaches. Working with Caledonian University, Simon’s Head of Learning and Development went on to
have their PIE and trauma training accredited -the first anywhere in the UK.
“This training assists staff and service users to see the whole person beyond their current and existing
behaviours whilst allowing women to see a brighter future beyond their current circumstances.”
As well as their crucial work in these areas, Simon also support women’s rights to access hygiene products,
including the introduction of Period Friendly Points which are located in all of the women’s services. All
service users get a welcome pack on entering which were designed by women who have accessed Simon
Community’s services.

Service User Story: “My Time with the Simon Community”
“I became homelessness nearly 2 years ago. After sleeping under a bridge for a time, I was taken
to the Hamish Allan Centre who got me a place in the Govanhill Service, where I got my first shower
in ages. I was introduced to a worker and a couple of residents who were very kind to me. I
struggled for a while as I didn’t know the area but staff were always very helpful. I have done
various activities and small classes which I enjoyed taking part in, as well as helping in the garden
in Polmadie Street and Tollcross Road. This is something I have thoroughly enjoyed.

I have found from the start that the staff do everything they can for you which is appreciated. After
being in Polmadie Street my drinking was getting excessive and the staff helped me get into
Turning Point. I went on to be in Elder St for a small time where I struggled with another area I
didn’t know. I was offered a flat in supported accommodation at Tollcross Road and I couldn’t
believe it, an area where I know things. It’s been great here and I try to involve myself in activities.
Things have moved on now. I have been offered a house in the area I preferred. I'm just waiting on
repairs getting done then I will be moving on. I have had a positive experience with the Simon
Community. I have had a good experience with all the help I have needed and support anywhere I
needed to go.
Thanks to all the staff, Love C.
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Caroline Chingono, WASH Project
Caroline Chingono is the Volunteer Coordinator for the WASH Project (Women Asylum Seeker
Housing). The organisation supports Asylum Seekers and empower women to know their
accommodation rights and responsibilities.
The Women Asylum Seekers Housing (WASH) Project is an initiative formed from the Community
Infosource Organisation in order to help Asylum Seekers report their housing repairs and issues to
their housing provider.
Often when housed, asylum seekers are simply left without being given any knowledge around their
rights and responsibilities. They may be placed in unacceptable housing situations without proper
flooring or heating.

Finding where exactly in Glasgow asylum seekers are is crucial. This information, however, is often
difficult to obtain due to the Home Office process that must be undergone by individuals seeking
asylum in this country. It is extremely difficult to know the exact number of individuals that need
outreach help within Glasgow, where they are and what conditions they are living in. Within the
WASH organisation, outreach and drop in programmes are crucial in order for people to make their
present conditions known and seek help.
“That’s how we start to empower, by giving information about housing benefits and housing rights.”

Seeking Asylum:


An individual must seek asylum through the Home Office



They are not allowed to work whilst their application is being processed



They are given accommodation and get minimal living expenses through a cash card



As long as their asylum case is ongoing, they are entitled to housing and living expenses. It is
when their case is stopped that homelessness starts.

Notice to Evict:
Eviction letters, sent in English, are often sent to individuals for whom this is not their first language,
making the process even more complicated.
This means that, according to the housing supplier, they have given them notice. Something as
simple as this can be a major factor for how homelessness tends to happen for asylum seekers.
They are given a set of instructions but they can’t actually read or understand the document.

“Information should be given in a language that people can understand - their first or common
language. Even a phone number where someone can help so at least some translation could be
provided. People can then take action to prevent homelessness. We are a very small organisation.
We don’t have much funding. Most of our workers are volunteers, and we just do whatever we can.”
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No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF), WASH Project
Having no recourse to public funds is a major barrier for many people. Inability to access the likes
of mainstream social security assistance as well as the threat of eviction upon failure of an asylum
case leaves the threat of destitution as a very real possibility.

“Most of these people’s journeys have been traumatic. They have been raped, they didn’t just
simply fly from one country to another. Some people have walked for days and months. It took
them years to move from place to place. They have been running away from countries where there
is a lot of conflict and the journey is very traumatic.”

Upon facing these conditions, asylum seekers have nowhere else to go. This is compounded further
by language barriers acting as an obstacle in seeking information about the likes of organisations
that may be able to help. Additionally, many of those working with asylum seekers do not always
have the resources for translators and interpreters.
Often misunderstood by the media and the general public, women with no recourse to public funds
face inexplicable hardship. It means no right to money or housing for themselves and their families
and may lead to irreparable harm being done through exploitation and abuse.
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Women’s Voices
“There needs be a law to
make it easy for these
women who are having to
deal with peer pressure or
threats just to get some help.”

“Ending homelessness in Scotland isn’t just
about people who have homelessness rights,
it’s about everybody in Scotland.”

“Access to housing is a human rights issue but are we having a human
approach to this? We describe various Local Authorities and assisting them
with strategic planning but what is the level of engagement with women who
have lived experiences of homelessness, finding out what’s important to
them and what can help them? Are we using women as stakeholders if you
will when it comes to that strategic planning and ensuring their voices are
heard? “
“Here in Scotland a
woman can die at such a
young age from being
homeless and I think
that’s something we all
need to take away from
here.”
“Many women are too
scared to reach out, they
might be scared that their
children will be taken away
from them. They might be
scared of a controlling
partner and find it hard to
get help about what to do.
This is why we need
awareness raising.”

“When we’re talking about asylum
seekers and expenses, it’s really
important that people know how little
they are given to get away from these
myths about asylum seekers stealing
benefits, who can honestly live on what
they are actually given?”

“We need housing that is adaptable for
women’s needs. What about the women
who are in emotionally and physically
abusive relationships and feel they can’t
speak out? We need to give more support
and keep this conversation going to break
the stigma.
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Chair’s Closing Remarks
Women should be at the top of any Government’s agenda. It is awful that we are continuing to have
to fight for women’s basic needs in one of the richest countries in the world. All our people: women,
children, young, old, asylum seekers, all over Scotland should have unconditional access to the
services they need and a warm, safe space to live.
Failure to include the voices of women in the policy making process not only denigrates their
experiences, but also links to inequality for women of all ages and backgrounds. We intend to
showcase the real situations faced by women everyday. This work will be forwarded to local and
national policymakers .

The Scottish Women’s Convention will continue to explore how we can add value to the argument
and inform debate on all aspects of women’s lives—including the right to housing. We will host as
many events as possible, speaking directly with women to hear personal experiences, including
ideas to change and improve the current system in a way that will work for the women that need
help the most.

#swcwithoutaroof
www.scottishwomensconvention.org
@swcwomen

or find us on

The SWC is funded by the Scottish Government to communicate and consult with women in
Scotland in order to influence public policy. Conferences are a unique basis which pull
together different specialists to discuss women's rights around a particular subject as well
as women’s own lived experiences to summarise to policy makers a gender specific way
forward.
Scottish Women’s Convention is a charitable company limited by guarantee. Registered in Scotland
No. SC0327308. Registered office 2nd Floor, The Albany Building, 44 Ashley Street, Glasgow, G3
6DS
The Scottish Women’s Convention is a Charity registered in Scotland No. SC039852.
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